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This is alot harder than it looks, But Its still a fun play. I have yet to beat it, Currently frustrated- stuck on a mission. Some of
the abominations that come out of my tenants..A face only a mother could love. Overall its very good and quite different from
the tower defenses im used to. Dont underestimate this game. 9/10.. In my opinion, Dead Rising 2: Off the Record is what Dead
Rising 2 should have just been from the start. I was a big fan of the first game when it first released on the Xbox 360 and was
very excited for the sequel, but I never ended up playing it that much. Until now...technically.

Off the Record replaces Chuck Greene with original zombie killer Frank West. As far as I know the whole story is still the same
just with the protag switch and some changes here and there to fit Frank better. The story isn't anything groundbreaking as say
The Last of Us but it was more than enjoyable enough for me for what it is.

Gameplay consists of saving survivors and killing your way through hordes of hundreds and hundreds and thousands of zombies,
while still following the timed events like in the first one. This time around your arsenal of weapons in improved by using the
combine feature which was just a great edition. Some very creative and fun to use weapons can be made. Collectors will find
themselves plenty busy finding all the different Combo Cards for their weapons. Of course the biggest addition to gameplay is
the feature of a complete drop in-drop out COOP experience, which was again just another great idea. (Why wouldn't you want
coop for Dead Rising?) Aside from the main story mode there is a sandbox mode filled with challenges to complete and unlock
without a timer rushing you from point to point.

Of course nothing is perfect and there are for sure problems in the game. The survivors can be a bit annoying to watch over and
escort back to the safe house but I found that just staying on the move keeps them alive and at your back pretty well. Few
glitches I experienced include an autowalk after some cutscenes that was easily fixed by pressing the button you are stuck
moving in. Some cutscenes skipped on their own and I had to go on YouTube to see what I missed, and the controller feature
seems to be broken without a hotfix of some sorts I just played with my mouse and keyboard fine honestly but I could see why
you would want to play this game with a controller. Love parts of the soundtrack as well, real catchy mall music just like the
first game...but some cringy boss battle music. Just part of the DR charm.

Overall I loved this game and enjoyed my time in it very much, and for $5.99 it was well worth it. If you are looking for a fun
COOP game to play with or without a friend and you are big into zombies, pick this up. From what I heard 3 and 4 are pretty
crap games so the Dead Rising name really lives up with the first two titles. Enjoy

BTW Wheelchairs and Trashbins will save you a lot of time and your life.. This is pretty awesome. The first time I've seen this
type of movement with VR used. Almost fell over a couple of times. Amazing!. it wont even let me play it man this sucks
. Breakout on LSD
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This is great game for anyone want a ton of Archievement instantly. 6\/10

I highly recommend this came. It's casual, not even a true platformer, but no matter it's freaking FUN. Fun is the main concept
of this game and the devs have made it so that even repetitive levels seem fun. Yeah, so go get it. It's a must when you got a
coupon to bare.

Anyways, music is awesome, gameplay is wasd and easy extra keys, graphics are coloured and alien-like dungeons, so go for it..
I don't know who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 any of these characters are, but you get a little kid with a lightsaber, a battle
droid that fights with a broom, and a Hutt, so i'm pretty happy.. Like a real football. Nice game.. Multiplayer in this game has
dead community and all, so it doesn't have anything to interest normal players outside of introduction of Solo Survival. They are
divided into two categories: "survive with limited lives and time" and "beat boss\/level with limited lives and time". And well,
while limitation of lives make it more interesting than trying to run multiplayer survival with 1 player slot and achievements give
motivation to beat them, they aren't too different from multiplayer. Just not infinite. Still got Multiplayer speed, can't select
difficulty, can't select Tarot Cards.

And to be honest, solo survival doesn't fit to Painkiller. Even if it can be hard, it still boring. Takes too much time. I mean, the
main game itself feels like solo survival, as you have to survive hordes of enemies in each closed arena. And now you have to do
that, but either by being in same spot of map for 5-20 minutes or by killing much more enemies in each arena, making it quite a
dragging experience for Single-Player experience.

I mean, no one likes Painkiller Redemption. Or Recurring Evil. And some maps feel like that. Well, especially seeing how both
Redemption and Survival use multiplayer maps.

Oh, yea, and you get Tarot Card that makes you start with 666 ammo. DLC doesn't tell you about it.. Great game, dead
community. Can't recomend unless the community comes back.. bought in early because I think this is going to be a good one
based on flyinsides history with VR. . I will say that I had an issue with the sim crashing for some reason and the dev responded
immediately to help but the issue resolved itself while we were setting up a debug session. So I would say to anyone having
issues shoot him an email before giving a thumbs down, remember its early access.. I played this for about 6 months, and while
it lasted I enjoyed it. I quit since about a year though. Loved the more mature content, the Soviet Russian atmosphere (Empire)
and the character models with animations that were all properly done in motion capture. I quit playing over a couple reasons,
that can probably be applied to most MMOs:
- Time consuming
- Low population and toxic end-game community (much worse on EU server)
- Must join guild or miss content
- High monetary cost to stay competitive (especially in PvP)
- Daily quests that compel one to keep playing
- EU\/EN version is several months behind the RU updates

In conclusion, this is a nice polished free game to pass some time, so long one doesn't push to become competitive. Overall it
looks like World of Warcraft (mostly the UI), but skill system, art design, story and atmosphere couldn't be more different.
Recommended for casuals that don't mind dated cartoony graphics, and adult content.. Terrible customer service, I payed 26
USD for a game I can't play.

 I have a spotty internet connection, so I asked for a refund on the nurburging legends pack because I found out after having
already bought a pack in-game (can't get a refund on this either 48 hours limit on in-game purchases, whatever fine) that you
can't play offline or with an intermittent signal.

 Their excuse for not refunding me is my total game time played is 30 hours, but my game time on the dlc is less then two hours
of play. In the policy statement it says: if not played on for more then two hours or 14 days hasn't past the purchase date then
you may refund. I made two requests this week and both had a "copy and paste" request denied reply...

steam has become a money hole, from which you receive only crappy games and no pleasure.
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